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Dear Sohn, 

Dick has sent me copies of his 5/19 letter to you and his 5/21 
memo. To say that - concur is to Bay nothing, for his perception and knowledge in 
these matters so greatly exceed mine. I would, however, like to add some emphasis 
for other reasons and to suggest a context, especially because I agree with Dick's 
(also non-legal) opinJon on whet can help your case. 

Frazier testified that there should have been markings on the head of the cartridges. He knew they had to to there. He covered himself in two ways: 
he told the Commission this and ha equivocated in the rest of what he said, not saying that absolutely there were no such matkings, but that he die not note any. This is 
culpable, given his competence, his function, his experience as en expert and a 
witness and the nature of the inquiry. 

In anytning you do with him, I strongly recommend refeeence to his 
New Orleans testimony (or was it 3haneyfelt's?), where the testimony is that he/the 
FBI did not seek any solutions, aver answers to any problems, did not inquire into what had to be inquired into, for he/they restricted himself/theeself to responding 
to instructions, aothine else. reie testimony was in response to a cross-examination question on had he looked for other possible sources of the shooting. 

Frazier's evidence cannot be trusted, I think you shoyld claim, because of this and because he consistently failed to present the required ballistics and related evidence, as with the presence of residues on 399 and the fraEments end the 
failure to test those residues to discover their nature and origin (MITEWASH). 
His evidence also should not be trusted because he was willing to give what he had to know was incompetent hence deceptive testimony, as ith the spectrographic analysis of the same bullet and fragments (same source), wnere he testified merely the they were lead, which was not less then a wilful deception, given his same background and 
position. 

I think you should go after Frazier/the FBI directly and as hard as possible, wite heavy use of the available N.G. testimony. It is appropriate in any 
reouest for any of the evidence on the shots, I think necessary, and a direct attack 
on the i tegrity of the evidence end those presenting and interpreting it is needed 
to destroy the mat2rial presented agetnat you by the government. A.thout it there is 
too good a chance the judge will eseume the FBI is to be trusted, hence you mod not 
have the evidence because you have their word, I think it is also vital to !teem it 
impossible for the judge to have an out if he is disposed to rule against you or is 
friendly end well-disposed to the government. Federal judges have :such to do with the FBI. 

I do pien to deal with this and eimiler things in hendline the fremeup 
in A&1NT OSWALD, which need not influence you at all. Hoeever, this will make me 
even more inter steel in anything you may do with it. I hope you do, end with success. 

Since:sly, 

Harold 7,eisberg 
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Ceti 'e)ta  OUSRE-p_6--  
19 :nay  1969 

Dr John Liehols 
Kansas City, Kansas 

Dear John: 

I am book from the States and have much to say. 
Enclosed are some pictures we got at the Archives. I shall 

be getting a few others, and will send copies when I rat them. 
The numbers at the top of each will explain what the pictures 
show. 

First let me give you something that may be an important aid 
in your case to get the evidence from the Archives. Frazier made 
an important error which yon °am exploit to good advantage. I don't 
wish to imply that the error resUlts from tft illicit intent, but 
it id the type of error that justifies your appeal for the evidence 
itself, canoe the error throve the plibliehed record into m an 
=resolvable confusion that oan only be resolved by direct re-examin-
ation of the evidence. :sere it ist I don't have the Eearings in 
hand and can't refer to everything by number, but I remember much 
and you can fill in the rest): 

Turn to the exhibits that show the mierosoopia:markings on the 
primers of the rifle oases; they begin at about GE 559. Among them 
are two exhibits on facing paces (bottom of the parole) that look 
like this: 

I 

According to Ranier: 
C14 is a test cartridge case 
G7 is GE 544 
RH C30 is GE 545 

Be teatified that all of his composite picturiiis show the test case 
on the left and the suspect ease on the right, but that is not true, 
as we can easily prove with these two exhibiteborham also of 
the other composite that he put in evidence, but i can't be sure-- 
it is uncertainty of this type that gives yaUjuetifioation for 
demanding the evidence, so that you can out the record straight) 

Now, here is the true situation, nhich you can easily cheok: 
B and D are different magnidioations of the same picture-- not 
merely different pictures of the same case, but the very same 
picture, nith D blown up larger. Yau'oan check it simply by comparing 
them-- they are identical in absolutely every respect, ant impossible 
oiroumstanoe if they were Pictures of -lien=can different oases, or 
even if it were different piotlpes of the seem 	g YeRaNufN 
an illustrative Presentation, .or UUUM-30i0Y1 MO 	00 t 



handling your case, then I suggest that you photograph the 
exhibits as they appear in the volume, and blow them up tm no 
=Dent that they Ere exactly the oasis size. If you do that, 
please make a cony for me. There is no denying that both B and 
D were made from the same ne.:ativeA. 

That is only part of what you can tell the judge. There is some- 
thing equally important-- and equally certain. A shows the base 
not of a test cane (as 2razier saidi, but of a suspeot case; we 
can even say which case: it is CZ 544, and there is no doubt about 
it. As I racall, this is what A looks like: 

note especially thernarhs that I have encircled and numbered trl, 2 and 	now look at the photo tht I sent you Showing the 
bases of the three cartridce oases. as 544 has exactly these 
marks (it is the middle of the three). nere is a sketch showing 
0 544 in the position depleted in the photo that I sent, and 
dotted circles showing the marks that correspond to the case as 
depicted in A: 

There is absolutely no doubt about it. A, whieh Frazier said 
shows a test case, in fact shows an evidence case. Innocently 
or not, he has 	 ,42111T,A given false information 
and left the record in an unintelligible state. We cannot not 
trust itza any of the photo comparisons that he put in evidence. 
It is possible that D and D are photcs of a test case, and that 
A (definitely) and G ^se photos of the suspect oases, but the point 
of importance to your suit is that we doll not know,  and oannot 
know what situation prevails. The published record is simply 
gobbledy-gook as far as private researchers are concerned. 



If you presert this in *our suit, only blatant ohicanery 
onn keep them from eiving you nt tenet the eases. 3 With 
proper arguments (which I will not sureeet here, for they are 
totter worked out by your lawyer) you can also use it to oast 
doubt on tho integrity of evidence inlet ocncerne the other material 
that you went. It could be test the crow tar that you need 
to pry loose the other stuff thet on vent. 

I think this Is an important piece of meterial for you and. 
I strongly urge you to nse it in yell snit. We have Frazier cold 
on this. I en not yet -filling to eeerest culpable intent, for 
cannot think of what might helm motivated the error, but there 

Is no doubt that the evidence is in error end thet the error Is 
serious-- very serious. T et casts doubt direetly or the inteprity 
of Franiers comperison photos and indirectly on ell of the evidence 
that Frazier introduced. 

I don't regard this as information as my "property" so you 
may use it in any way you wish and will not cause me offense as 
lonE as you use it horestIy. I may eet out a memo on it, but 
have no intent to eutlish exoeet perhaps in conjunction with 
other things that may erite. ..esosently I oan explain the "what", 
but am still trying, to fieyee out the "thy", The "why" may be 
evident if we um loch at the canoe under a miorosoope, but right 
now there is nothing, to eey. in eery case, than can be of immediate 
use to you, so if you wish, use it. The most I will do in the 
near future is eet out a memo for friends, end I may not even bother 
with that 21m for a while. 	asides, it is of minimal importance 
to me, nnE perhaps of groat importance to you. 

For presentation in your suit, I sue eest that you make 
comparative photos of piotuee k and ny picture of the base of 
OE 544. The photographer the took the picture has the neeative; 
if you want a piotere done in a different size please tell me, 
red I will have him send you one for some; specify). If you do 
that, tell me what size is boat for yeu. Letter thai that, you 
can eet a negative from the Archives; ws had to give them negatives 
of ehat we took. 

I hope you can use this material end that it does you good 
in your oult. I would like to repay you in kied for the ±n*runt 
interest and help that you have deem me. 

Good luoh, no matter what you do. 

In light of other things we found out in the States, I ask 
you to scrap what I sent you about the cartridge oases. Not that 
I have given up inquiry or lost interest, but it is going to 
require important revision, end my once solid coonlidenee has been 
seriously shaken. It is best that there be no risk of the stuff 
rotting out, for much of it is wrong or at least bases or unverified 
premises. ,.hen I re-do the material, I will send you copies, 
but the material must not go out in the form that I have it. I 
still think something imeortent will develop from study of the 
cartridge oases, but it will have to develop along different lines 
from the ores I uefteestele  

It appears that the cartridge eases have fired bullets. There 
ere still some very important anomalies that have to be explained, 
and I shall continue pursuing eethods of explainine them, but 
we have got to scrap the notion that the oases ,neeer  fired bul.lets. 



I tend to think that the cases are very important, but perhaps not for the reason that we suppose.'. fire have to be right both in the assertion and in the evidence upon which the asserton rests-- it would be disasterous to be right for the wrong reason. 

I am satisfied that there is an innocent explanation for the case mouth dent-- innocent and natural. It was a deception that we were both able to produce mouth dents by chambering empty cases, for the same dent occurs on ejeotion of fired cases. I was not able to test this properly because the ejector on the rifle that I used in faulty. Here is what happens: when the bolt is drawn back with normal force in rapid firing ( vigorous, but normal), the ejector strikes the case and casts in to the right. By the same action, the ejector imparts a spin to the case, so that it whitls out like a tiny propeller. (n its first whirl, the mouth of the case swings around and bumps the back of the receiver, on the right side. The clearly is what happens, for the case mouth leaves a trace of brass on the limit back of the receiver at the spot where it bumps. We ran into a gun expert at a rifle range in Maryland, and he dented the case mouth on his first try. I did it many times mibsequently with far less vigorous force than he used. The marks were easy to produce with harold's rifle. 
The cause of the dents on the case soulder is still unresolved. In numerous ejections I was not able to reproduce them, but I don't completely rule out that eossilaility. Something happened that tended to confirm my suspicion that they were caused in wait chambering a bulleted round, and I still think that is how it happened (after experience with the case mouth dent, I tend to be more cautious about what I say with certainty). In chambering bulleted cartridges, we produced scrapes on the case shoulders-- very often. None went into a dent, but the scrapes are evident. I think slight4tighter extractor ur slightly different distances in relative position of parte of the action might make the scrapes go to dents, but I can't be sure yet. This needs much more experimenting. 

The problem is the conflict between apparently positive indications on both sides-- that the oases did and did not fire bullets. Without a rubber mold of the chamber it is not possible to determine whether it is significant that the shoulders do not show machine marks. I cannot imagine that that gun was machined so smoothly in the chamber when it was machined so coarsely elsewhere. It is one of the wn:st pieces of shooting equipment that I have ever seen-- rosily, even I was amazed to see what a Eastly piece it is. I reverfte.3 my rifle and harold's as dangerous junk, but C2766 is far wretae than anything I have seen. I got a good look et certain parts, end it is evident that the thing is worn out not only from 	teol_ihe;, bet frcm excessive and abusive use-- far more use than even erazier gave it. Yy rifle is in pretty good condition-- ee o?d ee it is, it does not apeear to have been used, but C276E has r-elle eed it. 1 lust cannot iaegine that the ohaeler tzasta we 	 ee rot to lezve machine masks on the eeee shouleee. _1 	 ee 



and 
Thorourh'mx direct 3iOX examiri:tion of the mioroscopic 

aaralaaa rrn yield some imaortnnt answers, In spite of Prezier's 
information that there :me were no marks, in fact there are, or 
so it appeared for the quick ind inadequate direct look that I 
had at the archivea, and 90 it appears from the ahotonv- I mean 
morke produced. by 'blot;-taer (there ore other micro marks that 
weae produced ty ether aeaaa). Thrre arc alternative explanations, 
none of which inaly Prazier'c irnocerce. But there is no may of 
confirming suspicions—or dispollirr them-- unless me put the 
cases under a microscope and consult them directly. itotographs 
are not vary useful, for they give a very linited. amoant of infor-
mation. 

The microscopie marks on the primers cause canfusian, too. 
The primera are flat, as you mould expect from firing bulleted 
cases, but the firing pin improsaions show no cratering, as you 
matad expect from eases which 'ape fired eapty. There is a considerob 
able rap between the firing pin and tl.ae bolt face (1.2. the firing 
pin does not fill the firirp In hole), and the primer metal should 
flow back into that gap during full blowback. It's confusing as 
hell. 

',hen I at and read the books VA:AI ordered conocrning 
firearms identifleation, I'll pre are a memo for you on the Yrazier's 
assertion that there were ro mars on the brass port inn of the 
bases. This too night be aery useful in your suit. J'rom what 
I have read and sean eo far, it looks as thour% the blow-tack of 
hith bcwored oartridaes 	rearms the brass-- tae snore so with 
a bolt fade liae a27661s. 	it prepare such a memo in any case, 
but if I think you mirht use it, I can write with emahasis on 
things that will bear oa Jour skit. 

can't promise that I trill pet out a memo sown, for : shall 
be busy wit% other thinga. 

I still have much more to do and say about taeoe cases, but 
have to stop now, for it is rotting late. 

In time I may chip away at this thing and come up with nothing 
that I can use, but at least we have rotten good stuff that you can 
use, and Aarold might treat it as a reflection of the inadefluacies 
of araaler's analysis. That is more his type of meat than mine; 
he does it splendidly, but I feel uncomfortable hen I dealwith 
uncertainties. I prefer to try to resolve them, but thete mere 
existence can benefit you and Herold. 

I feel like a kid taking the balls of a Ohristmas tree, but I 
don't mind, real/y, for it would have been disasterous if my original 
beliefs (certaintyl) went public. as thine stand, itPs a elipht 
embarassment, but it could hare deatroyed what still may prove to 
be a vital issue. 

still think It is imaortant, and will continue pursuing 
the cases with the mime enthusiasm-- but more cautiously. 

Still, 

Bornabei 



Uemorandum-- JFK Asoassination 
Topic: The oause of the dent on the mouth of cartridge 

case GE 543. Mots: This memo is -oritten under the 
aesumption that the reader is familiar with the topic 
discussed. in Qosiah Thompson, SL7. Seconds  in Dallas, 
[Goias 1967.1. pp. 143-146). 

From: R. Bernabei 
Dept, of Classics 
queen's Univ. 
Kingston, Ontario, Canada 

Date: 21 May 1969 

Thysical tests with a Mannlichor-Carcano rifle oonolusivoly 
establish that the dent on the case month of CE 543 occurred in 
the course of normal ejection of the cartridge ease from the 
rifle. 

The following drawing dopiots the location of certain parts 
of the rifle which. enter into the discussion of how the dent 
occurred: 
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When the bolt is drawn baaward with naturally vigorous force , 
the ejector deals a sharp blow to the base of the cartridge case 
and. thereby casts it more or less directly to the right of the 
rifle end parallel to the ground. By the same action, the ejector 
imparts a rapid spin to the cartridge case and whirls it away from 
the rifle like a tiny proneller. Blaring the first whirl, the 
case mouth awings araand bumps the steol receiver on the right 
side immediately behind the magazine. The point of contact is 
marked "X" on the drawing. 

Although results may vary from rifle to rifle, the case mouth 
normally strikes the receiver w:,-U: sufficient force to cause a 
dent which in every essential respect resembles the dent on the 
case mouth of GE 543. 

Observation of the rifle before and after case ejection 
provides confirmation that the dent on oE 543 was caused in the 
manner described above. When the case is ejeoted, it leaves a 
trace of brass at the point there It bumps the receiver. 

A dent an the case mouth may be produced by one other means 
associatel with the mechanical operation of the rifle, but the 
character of the dent produced in this alternative manner differs 
significantly from the dent on CE 543. 
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The alternative means is to thruot an emptz cartridge case 
from the rifle clip into the rifle o'hamber.--nder. 	this condition, 
the case mouth strikes the oteel barrel near the entrance of the 
chamber, and is dented there. 

This alternative method often produces dents that resemble 
the dent on GE 543, but it always causes a slight mashing of the 
brass at the leading edge of the case mouth, a feature that does 
not occur on CE 543 or on any oaaeo dented in the course of normal 
ejection. The following drawing roughly illustrates the character 
of the dents: 
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The mashing may consist of no more than a hair-line of disruption 
in the normally flat surface at the edge of the case mouth, but 
even slight mashing is significant, for CE 543 is not mashed. 

er;Oler 
The reader should be informed of aApeeeStre•mWM matter that 

bears significantly both on the determination of the cause of 
the caee mouth dent and on the character of Josiah Thompson's 
consideration of the dent. 

FBI firearms identification enrpert Robert A. Frazier intro-
duced into evidence two test cartridge oases which together bear 
the designation CE 557. One of the two teat cases (I designate 
it CE 55710 bears a dent on the case mouth which in nil respects 
resembles the dent on CE 543. 

Since Thompson describes in detail other minute features of 
the two test cases, and because he admits lememertukmpettaxetruiere 
xxeriflezreee?-ckkalem-airen that he examined the test cases (p. 145), 
it is clear that he observed them closely and knew that one of 
the test eases was dented in preoisely the same manner as CE 543, 
the case about which he makes such an unwarranted fuss. 

Thompson was oUiged to consider either that the dent on 
CE 543 was produced by some normal means, ur that Frazier had 
introduced an 	exhibit. Instead, Thompson declined to 
mention the dent at the mouth of Frazier's cartridge case, There 
is not the least reference to it in Thompsonts discussion, 
although he accurately doseelbes other tiny features of Frazier's 
test oases. 

It is difficul".: I'cr me to understand why Thompson should 
attribute edglettekame=1 suspicious and important significance to 
the dent on GE 543, but fail to attribute the same significance 
to the dent on Frazier's test. I urge the readers of this memo 
to ponder Thommson's ..ecton, and to explain it to me If kffx2na 
they can, 



3 

I regret that I have not yet been xfIlftxicm able precisely 
to determine the cause of the dents that occur on the case 
Shoulders of CE3 544, 545, 141, and 557, although I have had 
partial (but indefinite) success by a cartath means. 

Physical tests failed to produce Etmxt shoulder dents in 
the couMe of ejection; for that and other zmovxmlic reasons, I 
am inclined to reject the possibility that the shoulder dents 
were caused during ejection. I welcome your suggestions, for I 
greatly desire to resolve this problem. 

(For help and encouragement in the resolution of the question 
concerning the dent on 0 543, I am indebted to Dr. John Nichols 
and to Harold Weisberg) 


